Vintage Vinyl is simple to clean. Dust mop the floor to ensure all loose dirt and/or grit is removed. Wipe down with a damp microfiber cloth. For stubborn jobs, try diluted hand soap or a mild detergent like 409 or Fantastic. Do NOT use dish soap, harsh chemicals, abrasives or scrub brushes on the vinyl. Use caution when vacuuming. Beater bars on upright vacuums can damage the vinyl. Canister vacuums without beater bars are preferred.

The pattern and color of our floor cloths can considerably affect the appearance of a space. Our patterned floor cloths will help conceal dust and dirt.

Spicher and Company has a distinctive look and feel. Our products are not intended to look new and in fact should more closely resemble a vintage product or found item. All Vintage Vinyl Floorcloths are intentionally distressed; some designs have more distressing than others. Due to the manufacturing process please expect some variations in colors from what is shown on swatches. Computer images tend to be brighter than the actual muted tones you will get on your actual floorcloth.

Vintage Vinyl is durable in high traffic areas, but is not indestructible. Use reasonable caution and care on this product. Do NOT drag metal or heavy furniture across the vinyl or slide chairs out while someone is still sitting on them. Felt pads under furniture legs, such as chairs, are required. Use caution when wearing high heels on the vinyl. Clean up all spills as soon as they occur to prevent staining.

If you are installing over stained concrete or treated surfaces, make sure the surface is properly cured before installation, as solvents, such as acetone or chemicals might damage the non-slip surfaces.

Carpet protectors are not needed under the vinyl. Do not use the vinyl on top of carpets. Hard floor surfaces work best.

When you vinyl gets wet due to rain be sure to periodically flip over to dry and prevent mildew. Please note, vintage vinyl is not for poolside use.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me, Daren, by email daren@puravidahg.com or call 781-444-4037. www.puravidahomeandgift.com